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About This Game

Includes the original Blood and addons: Plasma Pak and Cryptic Passage

Various, often crazy weapon types like a pitchfork, flare gun or a Voodoo doll

A grim atmosphere with an abundance of graphical violence, offset by dark humor and cheesy one-liners
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Title: Blood: One Unit Whole Blood
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Monolith Productions
Publisher:
Atari
Release Date: 15 Jul, 1998

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or Windows Vista

Processor: 1 GHz Processor

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: 3D graphics card compatible with DirectX 7

DirectX: Version 7.0

English
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If you want the best experience right now, buy this version and download BloodGDX, it is the best port you can find but it needs
the source files. Right now Blood fresh supply is still full of bugs but i hope they fix them soon. bought it then went through the
effort of getting blood gdx only for a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing remaster to come out. the game is called blood because in
the game sometimes when you kill an enemy there is some blood. The game itself is very good, but DOSBox, oh DOSBox can
die in Hell.
Get NBlood or BloodGDX if you wanna play this game, or just get Fresh Supply. That works too.

The Good:
-The atmosphere is flawless, if you like grotesque humor
-The gore effects are amazing for 1997
-The levels are unique in many ways, be it tone, style, or gameplay
-Caleb is amazing to play as, making constant references and being funny when the game needs it
-MOVEMENT, good God the movement, for anyone who has played Shadow Warrior Classic or Duke Nukem 3D, you'll love it
-The difficulty, is very fitting -I love the names they gave the levels- Still Kicking being the easiest mode and Extra Crispy being
the hardest

The Neutral:
-The level design is a bit screwy sometimes, i.e. The Napalm Launcher in level one, but that's a secret

Overall, not much bad about this game. Well worth the $5.
NOTE: The reason why I don't have much time the game is because I use BloodGDX.. Holy shieeet THE REMASTER IS OUT.
Just buy the remaster, you get a %50 off coupon if you already own this one.

Fantastic game btw.. "I'm going to paint the town red".-Caleb
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this is an actually decent game. \ud83d\udc4d
Buy the remastered of it instead.
https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/app\/1010750\/Blood_Fresh_Supply\/. TLDR
This was good. get GDX blood. Or suffer like Caleb.
Or get that FRESH SUPPLY.
Really though, night dive studios has done it again. Bringing classics back.. It's great, but go buy the Nightdive version.. If you
like Old-School F.P.S games, Destructive weapons, Chessy\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665One-Liners, Plenty of Easter
eggs, And tons of Blood and Gore then this games is for you. This game pays tribute to old action horror movies. Plenty of
weapons And tons of ways to kill enemies and gib'em you can even kill around their heads! Controls are really old but with
some fine tuning you can make it work. This game is really fun. BUT BE WARNED : THIS GAME IS NOT FOR THE FAINT
OF HEART ! It's hard Almost dark souls hard. So if your up for it play it OR play the remastered version!
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